
SHOW # FEED DATE MUSICAL GUESTS

1827 7/4/2018 RERUN 1 - Brother Ali / Chuck Prophet

1828 7/11/2018 RERUN 1 - John Paul White / Marley's Ghost

1829 7/18/2018 Bettye LaVette / Vilray



1830 7/25/2018 RERUN 1 - Drew Holcomb / Tift Merritt

1831 8/1/2018 RERUN 1 - Chicano Batman / BettySoo

1832 8/8/2018 Hiss Golden Messenger / Chris Hillman & Herb Pedersen

1833 8/15/2018 RERUN 1 - Mavis Staples / Ani DiFranco  PART ONE



1834 8/22/2018 RERUN 1 - Mavis Staples / Ani DiFranco  PART TWO

1835 8/29/2018 Michael Franti / Victoria Canal

1836 9/5/2018 Loreena McKennitt / Greg Laswell



1837 9/12/2018 RERUN 1 -Bob Weir / John Fullbright  PART ONE

1838 9/19/2018 RERUN 1 -Bob Weir / John Fullbright  PART TWO



1839 9/26/2018 Tyler Childers / Suitcase Junket



INTERVIEW TOPIC AWARD WINNERS

Laura Tenenbaum

NONE

Kathleen 

Baumgardner                 

FoCo Café                        

(CO)

NONE

Rose Tourje                     

ANEW                               

(CA)



NONE

Steve Ritz                        

Green Bronx Machine                        

(NY)

Sarah Jackson

Dr. Kenneth Lacovara

Gov. John Hickenlooper



NONE

Mavis Staples         

Lifetime eChievement 

Award

NONE

Dr. William Brown                        

One World Medical 

Relief                       

(CO)

NONE

Sue Lee                               

Sock It To 'Em                      

(CO)



NONE

NONE



NONE

Chad Bernstein                         

Guns For Guitars                     

(FL)



AWARD TOPIC

NASA and the Oceans Melting Greenlands Project - what NASA is 

seeing in terms of the rate of global warming. Length: 6:50@21:08

Serving underpriveledged and creating community by offering a 

restaurant where customers pay what they can, or pay it forward. 

Length: 7:52@18:00

 Rose Tourje began ANEW after a successful career in commercial 

interior design. Combining extensive experience as a leading 

manager and strategist with a passion for design excellence, she 

flourished at EPR, Sussman Prejza, ISD, IA, AECOM, and Warner Bros. 

As her leadership role advanced, Rose found her specific niche in 

procurement, taking practical cost-effective & sustainable measures 

by sourcing locally and regionally whenever possible. This caused her 

to look more closely at industry practices as a whole, noting that the 

surplus furniture and equipment liquidation process was antiquated 

and overlooked. Length: 7:41@19:22



 Stephen Ritz is a South Bronx educator / administrator who believes 

that students shouldn’t have to leave their community to live, learn, 

and earn in a better one. Moving generations of students into 

spheres of personal and academic successes which they had never 

imagined — while reclaiming and rebuilding the Bronx — Stephen’s 

extended student and community family have grown more than 

40,000 pounds of vegetables in the Bronx while generating 

extraordinary academic performance.

 Length: 9:16@18:35

Assiting Immigrants that have been separated from families and who 

are in need of food and shelter.  Length: 9:30@19:40

 Latest findings in dinosaur research in North America and beyond. 

Length: 10:03@22:07

Smart environmental policies for government, and the state of 

current poloarization in the political realm. Length: 11:12@33:50



Civil Rights and music. The role of music in advancing civil rights and 

acceptance for all people. Length:  12:10@13:17

 Tanzania is a country where children with disabilities are hidden 

away from society. A cleft lip, for example, is a birth defect and is 

something that’s easy to treat. The goal of the One World Medical 

Relief team is to treat things like this and other defects. It’s 

rewarding to all those involved to be able to get these children into 

society and it helps them bond more with their parents. The One 

World Medical Relief medical team travel to Tanzania at least twice a 

year to not only complete hundreds of surgeries a year, but to also 

work with the native surgeons to get them up-to-speed and into the 

21st Century. Within the past five years, they’ve developed a formal 

surgical training program, and OWMR doctors assist with this. 

They’ve trained the doctors to treat many things including burns, 

head and neck cancers, and cleft lip and cleft palate repairs. Length: 

6:30@23:57

 The Sock It To Em Sock Campaign was launched in 2011 by Sue Lee, 

CEO of EQ Media and creator of “I Believe in Me!” When the 

entrepreneur recognized how many Americans face the harsh winter 

cold and dampness with inadequate protection for their feet, she 

asked her friend Phillis Shimamoto to join her in 2012 to form their 

non-profit and began soliciting fellow small business owners, 

churches, schools, city governments and the local media to pitch in. 

Length: 6:10@22:44



Extended interviews with Bob Weir

Extended interviews with Bob Weir



Guitars Over Guns is a Miami-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit that offers 

students from disadvantaged backgrounds a powerful combination 

of music education and mentorship with professional musicians to 

help them overcome hardship, find their voice and reach their 

potential as tomorrow’s leaders. Guitars Over Guns creates safe 

spaces for youth to express themselves through music and 

empowers them to make positive choices at school, at home and in 

their communities. Length: 8:15@23:06




